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Details of Visit:

Author: Don_2
Location 2: Kingsway and Whitefield
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 18th. May 2004 Noon
Duration of Visit: 30 Mins
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Katrece
Website: http://www.katrece.com
Phone: 07708310101

The Premises:

I am slowly getting hooked on World Famous Babes at Bury. After several visits I find it hard to
understand some of the adverse comments in the past. The whole ambience of the place is more
akin to a club than a massage parlour. Because I have over an hour?s drive to WFB I always give
the journey plenty of time so arrive early and it?s lovely to sit at the bar in reception and talk with the
receptionists, I?ve met four and they are all friendly and welcoming, and to any of the girls who
don?t have a client at that moment and share a drink with them. There?s often other clients there
who all sit and chat. If you are of a shy nature the reception is very large and you can sit quietly in a
corner with a newspaper and a drink. There is definitely a no rush policy and you can sit and have a
drink and chat in the reception long after your punt.
The rooms are large, clean and tidy, comfortable and have en-suite showers. And the choice of girls
is excellent.

The Lady:

Patrice, what can I say, she?s very good looking, nice body and superb legs. Slim, slightly athletic
and gorgeous dark hair. A Lovely face with 'wicked' eyes which she uses to full advantage. You?ll
be aware of this during OWO. Not only is she lovely looking but she is facially so expressive and
has a really lovely speaking voice.

The Story:

I have seen Patrice several times since my last FR. I am putting another one in because today was
our anniversary, exactly one year since we first met. I always enjoy the excellent GFE and Patrice?s
own brand of OWO. I have had the pleasure of several excellent OWOs with Patrice and also with
some other girls. But whether it was the occasion or me just being up for it more than usual this
OWO was awesome. Patrice also receives oral wonderfully well. Both were so good that the whole
session was taken up with OWO and reverse oral, together with some wonderful GFE thrown in.
The time just flew by I just don?t know where it went. Patrice?s eye contact during OWO is
unbelievably wicked, something you never forget and it stays in your mind for ages.
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Thanks Patrice for a wonderful session, I will return when I?ve saved up again and I?ve got my
breath back.
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